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Architecture tends to point and communicate with itself through more than one final
output. The drawings communicate to the physical model, the model is understood in
the text and the text specifies things in the drawings which helps understand the
totality of the project. 3-Ways is A+D’s Guest Curator Program’s inaugural
collaboration. 3-Ways was conceptualized by A+D Chief Curator, Anthony Morey,
and Guest Curator Program members, Ryan Tyler Martinez, Ivan Bernal, through a
series of conversations on how to create a platform for plan, section, and elevation to
communicate with each other at a 1:1 scale within the museum. 3-Ways explores
these themes of scale and communication through a series of projections by over 30
participating architects, designers, and artists. The sheer size of the structures being
projected upon creates an immersive experience which draws the audience's
attention to these themes
A+D’s Guest Curator Program
The Guest Curator Program was motivated by the A+D’s desire to provide an
opportunity for curators to collaborate, create, and experiment within the walls of
the museum on emerging modes of curation, media, and untapped mediums. The
Program is an evolving body of professionals and academics from different
backgrounds gathered in the effort to initiate conversations of how to expand upon
and rupture traditional modes of curating architecture and design.
A+D Architecture and Design Museum
The A+D is a place for individuality, creativity, discovery, and continuous questioning.
It is a location of serendipitous combustion resulting in endless exhibitions, events
and cultural engagement bringing LA to the front line of emerging themes, topics and
thoughts of the Architecture and Design community. Established in January 2001,
A+D is the only museum in the country to exclusively and continuously host
architecture and design exhibitions, symposia, multi-disciplinary projects, educational,
and community programs.
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